Recruitment 2021 Webinar

Meet some of our current rotationals. Learn more about our experiences at NavalX and ask us anything you want!

TIME
1500-1615 EST

WHEN THURSDAY
FEB. 11, 2021

Click here to register for the event:
https://www.zoomgov.com/webinar/register/WN_abJ9nKZzTOuZGKtEauMxhQ
Opportunity for YOUR command
Rotational team members are empowered to communicate with our DON workforce, enabled to elevate challenges, and better understand the DON workforce! Your rotational will have exposure to the highest levels of leadership in the DON, good impressions are enduring and your rotational will be a change advocate for the DON and your command.

Opportunity for the Individual
Exposure to the DON at the highest levels will broaden your team member(s) understanding of the DON. Your team member will be interacting with the entire RDA community: gaining them knowledge, and contacts- experience they might not otherwise have. Working with the RDA community will offer your team member the opportunity to build and lead coalitions which may lead to DON improvements, regardless of magnitude.

Opportunity for Navy/Marine Corps
Your team member(s) will work with other forward learning Navy & Marine Corps members and RDA community members offering them the opportunity work with the larger organization’s mission from multiple angles.

LEADERSHIP ENDORSEMENT
Larry Tarasek - NSWC Carderock Executive Director - "I strongly encourage our engineers and scientists to do a rotation during their career. At NavalX, we currently have two rotations, Brad Goodrich and Ashlee Floyd, both of whom I mentor. They are doing great work there. Their growth during their NavalX rotation is only going to help propel them to success in their jobs. The relationships Brad and Ashlee are forming right now will carry over for the rest of their careers. I'm excited to put their newly gained skill sets and perspectives to use here at Carderock when they come back. NavalX offers a fantastic opportunity to learn how to help entities solve problems and connect to others within their ecosystem. This form of agility and collaboration needs to be prevalent in our world if we want to deliver our ships and ship systems faster and better than ever before."
Digital Mission Lead
Senior level experience in supporting major digital & IT initiatives. Will coordinate cross-DON digital initiatives, pilot new digital tools and oversee playbooks. Expert in DON regulations and requirements for tools and technology. Will coordinate with DON CIO, DASN IWAR and other Naval IT leadership across the DON.

Digital Tool Pro
Will serve as the NavalX subject matter expert on all information technology-related matters and is familiar with most things digital, including cloud, cyber security and software development. Has a passion for empowering the workforce with agility tools built with the use in mind. Reports to the Digital Mission Lead.

Operations Officer
Helps NavalX Director and team with solving challenges, critical thinking, acquisitions management, budgets, and leadership. Is comfortable operating in a highly dynamic and unpredictable environment. Handles challenging tasks by evaluating reasons for and against taking actions, then making decisions using critical thinking and past experience.

Event Curator/ Facility Manager
Someone who searches for new or popular content or undiscovered gems across the DoN to create events that tell a story or to communicate a message to the NavalX audience. This can involve but is not limited to finding out what speakers can and want to speak about and asking them to draw out specific ideas that fit a part of chose topics. This person also will use the NavalX HQ to help other organizations host events or workshops.

Digital Portal Manager
Manage, design and coordinate NavalX’s online presence both internal and external. Maintain public website and internal Fusion presence. Is creative and enjoys connecting with the workforce virtually. He/she has experience with a variety of digital tools, and is familiar with rules and regulations for Naval digital tools.

Human-Centered Design Facilitator
Support NavalX workshops and events with general understanding of the DON and exquisite question asking, problem-solving, and inspiring groups to collaborate and ideate quickly for a broad spectrum of Naval teammates. Experience speaking in front of, facilitating and training groups of 15 or more.

Tech Bridge Support
Experience required in creatively supporting major DON initiatives. Will help run the National Capital Region Tech Bridge and help National TB director coordinate DON TB initiatives, regional directors, warfare centers & labs, OPNAV reps, industry players and academic SME’s, and other champions.

Volunteer Eligibility
Marines
Sailors
Military Services (active Duty and Reservists)
Gov. Civilians

Unclassified-Approved for Public Release
The Centers for Adaptive Warfighting are composed of teams of innovative individuals within the Navy, Marine Corps, and supporting organizations who drive positive growth and innovation within the DoD. Already, the CAW’s have trained more than 5,000 Sailors, Marines & civilians.

We provide warfighter-ready agility training in industry best practices for complex problem-solving and ideation. This training empowers leaders and warfighters and builds skills in critical areas that increase velocity and productivity at the lowest and highest levels, from the naval workforce out to the farthest reaches of the fleet.

Warfighter-Centered Design: Clearly define complex problems in order to creatively develop testable solutions. Bring all voices into the conversation, including those who know the most and those who know things you don’t, and ensure they’re heard. Pioneered in industry, used around the world, and adapted here to the needs of the warfighter.

Military Scrum Master: An Agile process to take control of complex work in a changing environment, doing more of what matters and less of what doesn’t. Find your customers and optimize to serve them. Adapted from a civilian framework in use at Fortune 500 companies.

Executive Leaders Course: A condensed two-day version of NavalX's week-long agility training in Military Scrum Master, Warfighter-Centered Design, and Mission Accelerator Course, tailored for senior leaders.

Agile & Collaboritive Transformation: This is an immersive event that is developed with the customer input to provide complete agile transformation.
We are Recruiting New Volunteers!

HELP US MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF OUR WORKFORCE AND WARFIGHTERS!

CAW LOCATIONS
Camp Pendleton, CA
Camp Lejeune, NC
NavalX - Washington DC Area,
Camp Smedley D Butler, Japan,
CAW-Remote/Virtual

VOLUNTEER ELIGIBILITY
Marines
Sailors
Military Services
Gov. Civilians
Gov. Contractors

Facilitation Skills Useful
We have trained facilitators in Agile Scrum, Human Centered Design, Lean Startup, Team Building, Guided Discussions and more BUT we can train you so if you don't know these courses no problem!

It's time to give back.

TO BE A VOLUNTEER
CONTACT
Michael.j.lavery@navy.mil
Director
Joshua.thomas@usmc.mil
Western Pacific Regional Director
Chloe.honjiyo@usmc.mil
CAW East Regional Director

SOCIAL
@navalagility
#navalx
#forthecaw

BECOME A PART OF OUR TEAM!
Opportunity for YOUR command
Rotational team members are empowered to communicate with our DON workforce, enabled to elevate challenges, and better understand the DON workforce. Your rotational will have exposure to the highest levels of leadership in the DON, good impressions are enduring and your rotational will be a change advocate for the DON and your command.

Opportunity for the Individual
Exposure to the DON at the highest levels will broaden your team member(s) understanding of the DON. Your team member will be interacting with the entire RDA community; gaining them knowledge, and contacts experiences they might not otherwise have. Working with the RDA community will offer your team member the opportunity to build and lead coalitions which may lead to DON improvements, regardless of magnitude.

Opportunity for Navy/Marine Corps
Your team member(s) will work with other forward learning Navy & Marine Corps members and RDA community members offering them the opportunity work with the larger organization’s mission from multiple angles.

LEADERSHIP ENDORSEMENT
Larry Tarasek - NSWC Carderock Executive Director - "I strongly encourage our engineers and scientists to do a rotation during their career. At NavalX, we currently have two rotations, Brad Goodrich and Ashlee Floyd, both of whom I mentor. They are doing great work there. Their growth during their NavalX rotation is only going to help propel them to success in their jobs. The relationships Brad and Ashlee are forming right now will carry over for the rest of their careers. I’m excited to put their newly gained skill sets and perspectives to use here at Carderock when they come back. NavalX offers a fantastic opportunity to learn how to help entities solve problems and connect to others within their ecosystem. This form of agility and collaboration needs to be prevalent in our world if we want to deliver our ships and ship systems faster and better than ever before."